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Built-in search functionalities on Windows can be painfully slow. Everything is a third-party app that bypasses these functions and organizes your data for never-quicker searches and sharing.Everything is a lightweight, free desktop search utility that indexes your files into databases for easy access. Everything is free to download, and its
functionalities make it useful for virtually any desktop user. It creates an index of files on your PC, which significantly adds to search speed. Everything shows you default columns for each index, including Name, Date Modified, Size, and Path. You can even add extras. It also lets you move folders, delete them, and more. Another handy
use of this utility is housekeeping. Search functions let you find all files of a specific type for simple handling of what you store. While you can search for data using keywords, this program cannot find documents and emails.  It doesn't perform a full-text search, either. Finally, Everything brings a sharing feature to the table by creating an
HTTP server and transferring all your indexed files there. It comes in a portable version, too, for users on the go. Where can you run this program? Everything runs on Windows 7 64-bit and either version of higher OS editions. Is there a better alternative? Yes, Listary is a software program that comes with more functions than Everything.
Agent Ransack is otherwise equally efficient and FSearch is the ideal alternative for Linux.Everything packs quite a punch for such a lightweight program. Although it lacks some advanced features, it compensates by being free and so lean. Should you download it? Yes, if you’re a Windows user and you store plenty of data on your
PC.HighsComprehensiveQuick searchLight on resourcesEasy to useHTTP server share featureLowsLacks full-text searchNo index filters HMA Pro VPN is one of the leading VPN services in the world. It supports anonymous surfing and lets you visit websites blocked in your country or region. Additionally, the tool doesn’t track your IP
address or physical location, so your browsing history and data are secure. Compared to Betternet VPN, ExpressVPN, NordVPN, and other similar services, HMA Pro VPN offers a range of demos and tutorials to get you started. This means you can start using the program without any hassle.HMA Pro VPN delivers a comprehensive
network of over 1,000 servers in about 190 countries. The popular VPN service has always received praise for a user-friendly interface and fast connection speed. Unlike other similar apps, HMA comes with multiple streaming-optimized servers in the United States and United Kingdom, as well as Germany.In addition to this, you get
access to P2P-optimized servers, which offer excellent speed for torrent downloads. These are located in multiple countries, such as the Czech Republic, France, Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Overall, the app is a great choice for anonymous browsing.How’s the interface?For a lot of people, VPN
downloads can be tricky and confusing. Most service providers have a steep learning curve and require you to have some technical skills or knowledge. In other words, it can be difficult to build a stable connection with good internet speed. On the other hand, HMA Pro VPN comes with a clean, simple, and intuitive interface.To use the app
on your Windows PC, you need to create a new account. You just simply download the installation file, use the authentication code, and you’ll be able to access the VPN service. The application is available in a range of languages.Once you log in to the program, you get the option to connect to a server instantly, change your location,
adjust settings, etc. It’s important to note that the platform has a one-click ‘kill’ switch, which offers extra security for anonymous surfing.What about safety and privacy?HMA Pro VPN for Windows runs smoothly on different versions of the operating system. The program features a comprehensive privacy policy, which explains everything
about logged data, DNS queries, IP address tracking, etc. Also, the VPN service doesn’t log your IP address, which makes it impossible for authorities and organizations to track your actual location. The company logs some sessions and records corresponding timestamps.However, since the VPN service provider doesn’t log the complete
IP address, your physical location can’t be tracked. The company doesn’t even track your browsing history, data, or account usage. Most importantly, everything logged on to the servers gets deleted post 30 days.Is HMA Pro VPN a good choice?After downloading HMA VPN for anonymous browsing, you’ll be able to choose from several
servers across the globe. The most popular ones are located in Hong Kong, Australia,  the United Kingdom, South Korea, and the United States. According to most users, it doesn’t take more than a few seconds to establish a secure and stable connection. With some servers, the speed can reach up to 66 Mbps, which is quite good for
streaming movies, listening to music, and surfing heavy websites.In recent times, some people have been concerned about the app’s data policies. However, the good speed, ability to unblock numerous websites, and stable connections keep encouraging people to come back to this VPN download.HMA Pro VPN for Windows offers
multiple private, secure, and anonymous surfing features. Over the last couple of years, the program has been hugely popular among users in different parts of the world. While VPN services aren’t meant for downloading copyright material or other malicious activities, you can still use them to watch movies, unblock streaming websites,
and access other multimedia content. Considering the multiple remote servers, fast speed, and reliable internet connection, HMA Pro VPN proves to be a good choice.Should you download it?HMA Pro VPN comes with a range of features, including a ‘kill’ switch to keep your browsing history secure. This comes in handy while accessing
websites on a public Wi-Fi, in a company, or on a secure network. The program gives you access to blocked websites and lets you browse the web without worrying about being tracked. You just download the software, create an account, and start surfing the internet anonymously. Hola Free VPN Proxy Unblocker is a tool for accessing
the Internet via a virtual private network to get around local or regional blocks on certain websites.Hola is a VPN—or virtual private network—service that operates on a peer-to-peer system that is a little unconventional in the VPN space. Rather than having fixed “nodes” distributed around the world to connect through, Hola users
essentially connect through each other. This both ensures a wide range of nodes available, and also makes it harder for the VPN to be circumvented, since there are no static addresses to ban.Effective but insecureThe way the system works has many advantages, such as there being plenty of nodes (as each user is essentially a
potential node), and the lack of a need for servers means the service can be offered for free. However, the data you send is not encrypted. Hola Free VPN Proxy Unblocker is great for accessing blocked websites, but you should not use it for anything sensitive, including anything where you have to enter a username or password.Hola
Free VPN Proxy Unblocker is an excellent tool for getting around things like region-locked content or local firewalls. By routing your connection through other users, it is almost impossible to block. But you should assume that anything you send or receive over the connection could be seen, which dramatically limits the usefulness of the
service if you can’t use it for anything you need to log in to.Should you download it?If you are only planning to browse web content and not log in to anything (and certainly not transfer sensitive information like payment details), then Hola will do the job. If you want something more secure, you might prefer PureVPN, or Nord
VPN.HighsExcellent for accessing blocked websitesDifficult to block due to not having static nodesWide range of nodes availableLowsVery little protection offered for your trafficDoes not provide anonymity Zenmate VPN is easy to learn and a high-speed Google Chrome extension where you can switch proxy-servers while browsing the
internet, giving you a safer experience while on the internet.Zenmate has top of the line encryption protocols that are used by fortune 500 companies and parts of the federal government, so you can be sure that you and your family are protected with the best software to date. Have you ever had the experience when trying to watch Netflix
with a VPN running in the background and all of a sudden, Netflix hits you with the 'Whoops, something went wrong…' error? This is a common occurrence with people that have VPNs running while trying to watch Netflix because Netflix doesn't want you duping its system. Zenmate VPN eliminates this problem simply by connecting to
different servers in the US.When it comes to speed loss, all VPNs can interfere with it. But Zenmate tries to minimize the amount of download speed you lose when connecting to a server. Out of 78 popular tested VPN’s Zenmate ranks in the middle at #23 when it comes to speed loss. You can connect up to 5 devices and have 360°
protection across all of your web browser, mobile, and desktop. Take advantage of a two-year plan for all of your devices starting at a very low price, with a 30-day money-back guarantee. You can always cancel within the period if you’re not completely satisfied.Where can you run this program?Zenmate VPN will run on Windows and
macOS, on all of your tablets and phones. Is there a better alternative?Zenmate VPN is the best browser extension on the market. Of course, there are other VPN’s like ExpressVPN or CyberGhost, but none of them compare with the speed and security that Zenmate VPN has to offer.Zenmate VPN is an awesome VPN that provides
safety for you and your entire family on all of your devices. With it’s easy to use capabilities, it has something to offer for everyone. Should you download it?Yes, you should download and try Zenmate VPN if you’re serious about you and your family’s internet security. HighsProtect up to 5 devices30+ global server locationsWorks with
NetflixVery fast with chromeLowsLogs original IP addressIP leaks detectedLocated in Germany in the 14 eyes jurisdiction Updated: 04/26/2017 by Computer Hope Update for AMD K6 processors experiencing any of the issues below. Device IOS failed to initialize. Windows Protection Error. You must reboot your computer. Windows
Protection Error. You must reboot your computer. While initializing device IOS: Windows protection error. Version: 4.2 Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. Transparent42.zip Allows your icons on the desktop to have a transparent background in early versions of Windows. Version: 4.2 Requirements: Windows
95, Windows 98, or Windows NT with at least 1 MB of free disk space. w95ir.exe Infrared Communication drivers for Windows 95. Version: 2.0 Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. About: Users using versions of Windows later then Windows 95 should not use this file. w95gray.exe Original Font smoother add-
on included with the Microsoft Windows 95 Plus! pack. Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. w95krnltoys.exe Windows 95 kernel toys contains utilities for Windows 95 power users. Conventional Memory Tracking utility MS-DOS Mode Configuration Wizard Tool Windows Time Zone Editor Windows 95
Keyboard Remap Windows 95 Program Monitor Windows Logo key control for MS-DOS programs Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. w95gray.exe Original Font smoother add-on included with the Microsoft Windows 95 Plus! pack. Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space.
pmtshoot.exe Use this tool to help determine issues causing your computer to not come out of suspend. Version: 1.30 Requirements: Windows 95 or Windows 98 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. pwedit.exe Utility to remove items from your password list file in Windows 95 Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk
space. policy.exe Windows 95 policy editor that is used to create or edit system policies to standardize the appearance and capabilities of Windows 95 for a single user, a group of users or the entire network. Requirements: Windows 95 or Windows 98 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. w95powertoy.exe Power Tools for Windows 95
OSR 2 was created by the Microsoft Shell Development Team and is unsupported by Microsoft technical support. Below is a listing of the added tools. CabView - Allows you to display a CAB like any other folder. CD AutoPlay - Make autoplay work on any non-audio CD. Command Prompt - Start a command prompt in the folder of your
choice with the click of a button. Contents menu - Get to your files without having to open their folders. Desktop menu - Open items on your desktop from a convenient menu on the Taskbar. Explore From Here - Open Windows Explorer no matter where you are on the network or computer file system. FindX 1.2 - Add drag-and-drop
capabilities to your Find menu. FlexiCD - Play an audio CD from the Taskbar. Quick Res - Change the screen resolution of your Windows desktop without having to restart your computer. Round Clock - Create a round analog clock without a square window. Send To X 1.2 - An updated version of Send To Any Folder. Shortcut Target
menu - Find out the properties for the file of where the shortcut is pointing. Telephony Location Selector - Mobile computer users can change their dialing location from the Taskbar. TweakUI 1.1 - Adjust your Windows user interface, including menu speed, window animation, and Microsoft Internet Explorer. Xmouse 1.2 - Make the focus
follow your mouse without clicking in the same way X Windows does. Requirements: Windows 95 OSR2 or Windows 98 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. backupd2.exe Updated Backup.exe for Windows 95. Requirements: Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space. kernel.exe Large document written by Microsoft explaining
very detailed information about the Windows 95 kernel. Requirements: Microsoft Windows at least 1 MB of free disk space. paint95.exe Microsoft Paint for Windows. Resolves issue Microsoft Paint and Office 97 causing illegal operation. Details included within file. Version: 1.30 Requirements: Microsoft Windows 95 or Windows NT at
least 1 MB of free disk space. ww1247.exe Checks the computer to see if it's capable of running Windows 95. Requirements: PC compatible computer with at least 499 KB free. regclean.exe Cleans and fixes issues with the Windows 95 registry. Version: 4.1a Requirements: Microsoft Windows 95 with at least 1 MB of free disk space.
About: Registry cleaner is designed for Windows 95 only. usbsupp.exe Updates Windows 95 to support USB. Requirements: Only for Windows 95 version 4.00.950b and 4.00.950c.
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